At your service!

SIMA 2019 - BERTHOUD: The customer-oriented specialist!

BERTHOUD develops its strategy

Founded in 1895 with the aim of helping the Beaujolais wine-growers protect their vines
against parasites, BERTHOUD has built on an exceptional legacy with over 120 years of
experience in plant protection. Since it was founded, the company based in Belleville
(Rhône) has risen from being a national operator and pioneer in vine and agricultural
spraying to become a specialist of world renown in crop spraying and application techniques
for all types of crops.
Today, Berthoud is pursuing a clearly international commercial strategy. Indeed, with 62% of
its turnover generated abroad, the company has the potential to expand its growth outside of
France. Berthoud began by intensifying its development in the regions where it already held
market share: Western Europe and the CIS member countries. The brand will continue this
trend with the opening of a subsidiary in Ukraine in 2019 so as to gain a foothold in this highpotential country.
Now that these markets have matured, Berthoud intends to conquer two new territories. First,
the United States, through a partnership with ET Works that has successfully distributed the
self-propelled BRUIN sprayer within its network for two years now. “The acquisition of the
American company ET Works by EXEL gives us an opening in the United States, the world’s
largest market in terms of self-propelled sprayers” says BERTHOUD CEO Sébastien
Tremblais. BRUIN, a popular machine on the American market designed for large farms, is
now available for sale in Central Europe and in CSI countries under the BERTHOUD brand.
Then China, where Berthoud plans to open a subsidiary in the near future. Sébastien
Tremblais explains that “due to wage increases, machines are a more profitable option than
labour for producers”, an argument that bodes well for the future of agricultural engineering in
China. Berthoud is currently developing its network of dealers with the help of the local
commercial inspector and a technical inspector on the ground. With 32 sprayer models with
Chinese CCC certification for Row Crops and Vines, the company is making the best use of
its assets to conquer this new market.
Beyond its commercial strategy, Berthoud is placing innovation and the rejuvenation of its
product ranges at the heart of its priorities by investing in R&D. Berthoud is on hand to help
its customers deal with new environmental constraints and reduce the volume of pesticides
sprayed. The company's design office is focusing its research on technologies that fit within
the French ‘Contrat de Solutions’ while guaranteeing Berthoud customers sustainable
operations. SIMA 2019 will provide a platform to demonstrate the Berthoud technologies
already put in place to comply with the ‘Contrat de Solutions’.

BERTHOUD: a brand focused on its customers

For the 2019 edition of SIMA, Berthoud is placing the emphasis on services and the
customer experience. With this in mind, the company is inviting visitors to discover in the
dedicated BERTHOUD SERVICES space, the BERTHOUD RENT Long-term Leasing offer,
recognised at the SIMA Innovation Awards, and the DARK PRIVILEGE service pack. These
two services are now available for self-propelled sprayers. In addition, Berthoud is offering its
fans a unique and memorable experience at the BERTHOUD FAN ZONE. Not to mention the
presentation of the AXIALE 3-arm boom, a technical innovation recently placed on the
market; the precision farming technologies to meet the French ‘Contrat de Solutions’; and
the BRUIN self-propelled sprayer designed to tackle large areas now available in Central
Europe and CIS countries.
We hope you enjoy reading this press pack.
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BERTHOUD signes a partnership with BILBERRY
Berthoud announces its collaboration with Bilberry at SIMA 2019. Bilberry is a French
company that has developed an automatic weed recognition system. Using an array of
cameras mounted directly on the sprayer booms and on-board computers that run weed
recognition algorithms, the artificial intelligence system ‘Bilberry Intelligent Spot Spraying’ is
capable of identifying any specific weed in real time. This intelligent system can differentiate
crops and weed, and apply the appropriate herbicides with great precision. The nozzle-bynozzle ‘Spraytronic’ spraying function is, of course, a prerequisite of this solution.
The partnership between Berthoud and Bilberry has resulted in the launch of tests in
Bulgaria. Both companies work hand-in-hand with the local dealer NIK, a major name in
precision farming technologies. Sprayers equipped with the Bilberry system are being tested
at two Bulgarian farms to validate the weed detection system in real use conditions. This
technological solution, which will drastically reduce the herbicides applied per hectare, is fully
in line with the French ‘Contrat de Solutions’ and demonstrates Berthoud’s capacity to
respond to the new challenges faced by its customers with advanced technical solutions for
which the spraying specialist is renowned.

BERTHOUD FAN ZONE: live the Berthoud experience
Already a recognised specialist in sprayers, Berthoud is branching out in order to
offer its customers a new experience And that is exactly what it plans to do at this
year’s SIMA - grab the public’s attention with more than just its machines. In 2019,
Berthoud is inviting you to its Fan Zone for a whole new range of exhilarating
experiences.
Play Farming Simulator
In the run-up to SIMA, Berthoud has been working in close collaboration with GIANTS
Software to produce a demo of the game Farming Simulator 2019 with Berthoud sprayers.
Fans of the game can head to the Berthoud stand for the chance to try out this demo version
featuring the Vantage and Bruin sprayers. Berthoud will be officially incorporated into the
game in 2021 with an extended range of sprayers.
Take home a photo
The Berthoud photo-call will be at the show to immortalise visitors’ smiles at the stand.
Photos will be instantly printed and sent by email so that Berthoud fans can take away a fun
memento from their visit. And don't forget to share your photo with the #berthoudsima19.
Smile, you’re on camera!
Buy a miniature RAPTOR from the DARK by BERTHOUD range
Berthoud launched its DARK by Berthoud finish at the last SIMA show, and is now marketing
miniature versions of its RAPTOR in the DARK colour scheme. Exclusively on sale at the
Berthoud stand - get yours now!

Work in style!
The new spin-offs available from your favourite sprayer brand include an all-new Berthoud
coverall featuring the DARK range colour scheme. Exclusively available for advance order at
the Berthoud stand, this new coverall is classed as Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). It
complies with the EN ISO 27065 / Level C2 PPE. It offers greater comfort and a more light-

weight format for farmers and technicians. At last a coverall made from a breathable fabric
designed for working conditions!
Not only is its technical design tailored to all professionals in the agricultural sector, but the
DARK coverall also guarantees uncompromising style!
Get a free coverall when you purchase a sprayer in the DARK range. So what are you
waiting for, get yours now! The ultimate coverall!

The mini RAPTOR, the DARK coverall and other Berthoud accessories will be on sale at the
BERTHOUD FAN ZONE throughout the show. Payment in cash or by card.

BERTHOUD RENT: long-term rental

Putting the focus on a solution not just a product, now applied to
self-propelled vehicles
BERTHOUD RENT is a 100% Berthoud service that guarantees final users a single
contact person when examining a leasing agreement and its implementation: from
application creation to the return of the sprayer.
BERTHOUD RENT Long-term Leasing also provides an ‘all-inclusive’ solution from
delivery to the return of the equipment as well as regular maintenance of the sprayer.
A leasing contract is drawn up between Berthoud, the customer and the dealer. The
latter is responsible for monitoring the machine (with the assistance of a Berthoud
technician) and the return of the equipment at the end of the contract.
BERTHOUD RENT is available on a wide range of Berthoud products for a duration of
24 to 72 months
Everyone’s a winner with the BERTHOUD RENT leasing deal
What’s in it for farmers?
- Maintenance cost management. With BERTHOUD RENT there are no unpleasant
surprises with full control over cost/ha.
- The customer can sign on for the duration of their choice and modulate their
payments to adjust their mecanisation cost strategy.
- They regularly receive new equipment fitted with the latest technology.
What’s in it for dealers?
- BERTHOUD RENT allows dealers to offer their customers a new way to upgrade their
machine and make the most of a cost/ha analysis as part of a comprehensive offer.
- Spraying is becoming increasingly technical, which is why the support of a
manufacturer throughout the duration of the contract is a real plus for dealers.
- The regular checks on the machine carried out by the dealer’s technician and the
Berthoud technician ensure that its value is optimised when it is returned to the dealer
at the end of the contract. Moreover, the dealer has the return date of the machines in
advance, and can therefore plan its resale under the best conditions.
A new generation of leasing offers: 2 packages available
The ACCESS package is available for Hermes mounted sprayers, Sprinter, Tracker and
Vantage trailed sprayers and Raptor self-propelled sprayers. It includes a warranty extension
(parts and labour) covering the entire leasing period. A Berthoud technician carries out the
start-up process for the sprayer as well as two annual visits and one visit at the end of the
leasing period.
The FULL package includes all of the services available in the ACCESS package, as well as
a service and maintenance pack for replacement parts covering the entire leasing period.
Take advantage of great leasing advantages with BERTHOUD RENT
BERTHOUD RENT offers numerous advantages. Given the fluctuations in the agricultural
sector in recent years (prices, yields, etc.), farmers are having to rethink their approach to
equipment renewal. Leasing is becoming an increasingly popular option as it generates an
operating cost in the profit and loss account and allows for a consistent investment capacity
without creating debt. Moreover, thanks to these two packages, Access and Full, leasing

establishes a cost per hectare for the use of the sprayer which can be controlled throughout
the duration of the contract.
A dedicated application for a hassle-free quotation
A dedicated application has been developed for BERTHOUD RENT, allowing you to obtain a
quotation in just a few short minutes. The app can be used in the field, even with no network
coverage, and allows you to enter all the information needed to draw up a quotation.
Instalments are set out instantly thanks to a quick and accurate calculation that takes into
account up-to-date information updated in real time. The application is accessible on
smartphone and PC for the Berthoud sales force.
This service is only available for France.

DARK PRIVILEGE: sit back and relax, Berthoud has it covered!
Presented at the last SIMA show, the DARK range made an elegant break with past
styles to become a vector of technology for Berthoud’s most demanding customers
thanks to the DARK comfort packs. Today, Berthoud is presenting the third
cornerstone of this range, founded on the notion of service through the DARK
PRIVILEGE pack designed to provide farmers with greater reassurance when using
their sprayers. The DARK PRIVILEGE service offer comprises various service levels.
On a farm, the sprayer is the most used machine during the year. It guarantees the quality of
spreading plant protection products, which will determine a part of the crop yield. In addition,
spraying must take place at a specific date. So a breakdown can have a huge impact on the
crop management and the economic profitability of the farm. That’s why Berthoud is so
committed to developing its service offers. The DARK PRIVILEGE service is also available
for self-propelled sprayers.
SMART & GO Premium:
Start-up assisted by a Berthoud technician
+ visit after the first season of use to fine-tune the use of your machine and answer all your
questions

PRIVILEGE*:
SMART&GO Premium
+ a warranty extension on parts and labour
+ visit at the expiry of the warranty to optimise the performance of your machine and answer
all your questions

PRIVILEGE*:
SMART&GO Premium
+ a warranty extension on parts and labour
+ the “FULL SERVICE” including cover of replacement parts
+ visit at the expiry of the warranty to optimise the performance of your machine and answer
all your questions
Click here for more information.
The DARK PRIVILEGE service is only available in France. To sign up to this service outside
of France, please contact us.

Stay calm, focus on the driving!

3-ARM AXIALE BOOM: the most compact boom
Berthoud will be presenting its 3-arm Axiale boom at SIMA 2019. Faced with the need
for less cumbersome equipment to facilitate transport, Berthoud has designed its
most compact boom yet for trailed sprayers.

The 3-arm Axiale boom is a 3-arm folding boom integrated into the VANTAGE trailed
sprayer's body.
Constructed based on the fundamentals of the Berthoud brand, the 3-arm Axiale boom
features a triangular structure to ensure sturdiness and protect the hoses, nozzle holders and
nozzles. In addition, the axial boom suspension allows for optimum performance on bends,
slopes and flat land.
The 3-arm Axiale boom is available for the 24, 27, 28, 30 ,32 and 33m VANTAGE sprayers.
“The main advantage of this 3-arm boom is its reduced bulk during transport, as the booms
do not overhang the cab; this also facilitates the tractor’s manoeuvres”, explains FrançoisXavier JANIN, head of products at BERTHOUD Crops. The boom is mounted along the sides
of the tank without any overhang to the front or above. It adapts to most of the constraints of
mixed-farming breed and crops.

BRUIN: the Berthoud sprayer setting out to conquer Eastern Europe
BERTHOUD is continuing to expand its range of self-propelled sprayers for row crops
for export by unveiling a new body shape: the BRUIN 4200.
Its smart architecture has been developed specifically for the countries of Eastern
Europe and North America. BRUIN can provide high work outputs while maintaining
the quality of spraying.
This machine combines major technical innovations (new chassis, independent wheel
suspension) and makes the most of the basic features of the BERTHOUD brand
(electronics, E-PILOT joystick, OMEGA pump, AXIALE boom and boom suspension).
BRUIN provides a solution to customers looking for a reliable, robust and fast
machine.

A new chassis developed for large spaces and higher work output
Boasting a completely redesigned chassis and tractor architecture, BRUIN self-propelled
sprayer combines flexibility of use and sturdiness at work.
Equipped with an independent pneumatic wheel suspension, BRUIN offers unmatched
comfort and optimal obstacle clearance.
Equipped as standard with the hydraulic variable track (3.05 m to 4.06 m), it adapts to its
terrain while respecting crops to maximise yields.
Its standard ground clearance is 1.5 m. It can optionally be hydraulically variable with an
amplitude of 1.5 m to 1.8 m unique in the market in its category!
Its wide panoramic cab with side access allows the user to work in comfortable conditions
with maximum visibility when travelling.

BOSCH REXROTH hydrostatic transmission in the BRUIN range consists of a
variable displacement pump and four electrically-controlled variable displacement hydraulic
motors.
The operator has the standard joystick and automotive lines but also the ECO mode, to
optimise fuel consumption by lowering the speed of the diesel engine based on the needs.
These 3 modes can be associated with the speed controller.

Its road speed can reach 56 km/h empty and 50 km/h with a full tank. Its working speed
reaches 34 km/h in the field for greater work output and faster application.

The range is equipped with Tier 3A CUMMINS engines at 275 HP. The 300 HP Tier
4F model is also available in this range.
The BRUIN range is equipped with the 2-arm steel boom with side folding measuring 90 ft
(27.7 m), 100 ft (30.3 m) or 120 ft (36.6 m).

This boom guarantees optimal behaviour at work thanks to its characteristics:
- Suspension on AXIALE central pivot, which gives this boom excellent
stability and good performance on slopes, bends and on flat land,
- Robustness and compactness of its triangulated structure,
- Protection of the spraying circuit in the boom structure,
- Anti-whiplash system during acceleration and deceleration phases.
BRUIN brand is tailored for every need, every farm
Options such as the BOOM CONTROL (available in two versions, TOTAL CONTROL and
ACTIVE ROLL) and VT TRONIC (BERTHOUD’s All-in-One Virtual Terminal) are an integral
part of the equipment offered in this segment of sprayers.

Key figures for the BRUIN range
Model concerned: 4200 litres
CUMMINS engine: Tier 3A at 275 HP / Tier 4F at 300 HP
Boom: 90 to 120 ft
Availability: September 2017
Variable hydraulic track as standard
Hydraulic ground clearance available optionally

HERMES: a successful innovation
Two years ago, the latest Berthoud mounted sprayer, HERMES, set itself apart with its
sleek and practical design. Its 100% Berthoud designed ALSR boom offered high
compactness and excellent working stability. Today, the exclusive HERMES
innovations are recognised for their optimum operator comfort. The patented
EcoMatic operation answers the requirements of the French ‘Contrat de Solutions’.

HERMES, the mounted sprayer designed for a new era
The HERMES mounted sprayer features a stylishly modern and compact design.
Its optimised weight and centre of gravity (closer to the tractor) improve weight distribution on
the tractor, thereby ensuring better balance. This allows the HERMES sprayer to be used on
smaller tractors while maintaining a compact sprayer with rear-folding booms.

ALSR rear-folding boom: compact and stable
The HERMES mounted sprayer is equipped with a new range of ALSR rear-folding booms of
15, 16 or 18 metres. Robust and compact due to its "L" structure, it complies with the
regulatory road width of 2.55 m.

EcoMatic operation, a response to the French ‘Contrat de Solutions’
Fitted as standard on the HERMES range, EcoMatic operation completes BERTHOUD's
tractor-mounted specification.
This new innovation lies in the assembly of functioning valves fitted directly onto the body of
the GAMA spray pump and its unique easy to operate control unit.
Usually function valves are separate and are connected to the pump by a set of pipes, which
results in substantial residual volumes as well as multiple valves, depending on the number
of functions.

This last point greatly complicates the use of the machine and can unfortunately lead to
handling errors.
With EcoMatic, the function valves are directly attached to the pump, which eliminates the
need for connecting pipes that are necessary on conventional systems, thereby reducing
residual volumes.
Moreover, the entire valve block is made of aluminium for a long service life.
The valve block design allows functions to be added after the machine has been put into
service by simply increasing the number of valves, while having just a single control for the
operator.
The single control also allows for a simple and economic motorisation of the functions with
easy access for the operator.
Rinsing is a crucial step in the spraying operation, thorough rinsing of the machine must be
done to avoid any risk of contamination and possible crop damage and limiting chemical
contact during maintenance.
For this, EcoMatic offers the user the option to follow a simple, pre-defined sequential rinse
procedure, even in the manual version.

HERMES is tailored for every need, every farm
The HERMES mounted sprayer comes in 3 models (800, 1000 and 1200 litres) with three
ALSR boom widths (15, 16 or 18 metres).
It is available in two regulation versions: DPAE and DPM associated with new units.

ISOTRONIC and VT TRONIC, even more ISOBUS compatibility
Just one language
Using ISOBUS, farmers control their machines with a single terminal in the cab, which may
or may not be integrated in the tractor. This also lets them use the same means of activation
from one machine to another and to automate GPS functions.
ISOTRONIC: BERTHOUD's ISOBUS solution
The ISOBUS language is used so that the sprayer and the terminal can communicate.
Each farmer equipped with BERTHOUD's ISOTRONIC solution can connect their sprayer to
any type of ISOBUS Universal Terminal in order to return the machine controls to them.
The same applies for advanced precision-agriculture applications grouped under the TASK
CONTROLLER concept: Section shut-off (TC-SC), variable-rate application (TC-GEO) and
task documentation (TC-BAS) and control of the sprayer functions using an ISOBUS joystick
(AUX. N), which is also managed from the Universal Terminal if it allows this.

The RAPTOR and VANTAGE ranges are delivered as options with the ISOBUS functions
activated.
VT TRONIC: The all-in-one ISOBUS and GPS spraying solution
The VT TRONIC screen is a premium ISOBUS terminal which, as standard, provides the
functions of guidance, section shut-off, intra-plot application adjustment and documentation.
The 25.6 cm screen is tactile and has an information-display concept that uses windows that
can be moved with the fingertips for greater convenience and visibility.
It functions under android, on which it is possible to install additional software to increase its
functionalities.
It is therefore possible to download agricultural applications or display information such as
the weather forecast, precipitation alerts, prices of cereals, etc.

The advantages of BERTHOUD's ISOBUS solution
Whatever the solution chosen, ISOTRONIC and VT TRONIC are delivered with the E PILOT
wireless joystick, which controls the hydraulic functions of the sprayer and can open spraying
within a radius of 20 m around the machine.
These solutions are available on the VANTAGE and RAPTOR ranges.

SPRAYTRONIC: pulse spray application for optimal
quality of application
In spraying, the main problem with current equipment is the limit on the range of
working speed to ensure good spraying quality. Outside this range, the droplets are
too fine (drift) or too big (dripping).
For use with intra-plot application adjustment, as well as the limit on the working
speed range, it also limits the range of the application rate that is possible in the plot.
To deal with this problem, BERTHOUD offers a new feature on VANTAGE trailed
sprayers and RAPTOR self-propelled sprayers: pulse spray application using a
solenoid valve placed on each nozzle.
Increase your working ranges using Spraytronic: The concept
Depending on your speed, a solenoid valve on each nozzle will momentarily cut the spraying.
The ratio between the opening and closure time changes according to the speed variation at
a fixed frequency.
So SPRAYTRONIC can vary the flow of a nozzle by 70%, identically to the working
speed, without changing the operation pressure!
Advantages:
- A single nozzle used to cover a great majority of requirements: Limit the costs of
use
- No jumps in pressure following a change of nozzle: Optimal quality
- Use of a standard nozzle holder: Increase your range of action without having to
change nozzles
- Can function by entering a desired working pressure: Optimal quality according to
the working conditions
- Possibility to opt for nozzle/nozzle cut-off

SPRAYTRONIC
Availability: on the VANTAGE and RAPTOR ranges (optional).
Range of booms concerned: EKTAR B3 (36 to 44 metres), EKTAR RI (36 to
44 metres and AXIALE (24/33 metres)

About BERTHOUD - 120 years of useful innovation
BERTHOUD is one of the pioneers of crop spraying in France. Established in 1895 in the heart of the
Beaujolais vineyards, the company is behind the first backpack sprayers for vines.
An irrefutable expert in crop spraying, BERTHOUD strives to bring you a complete range of equipment
from the simplest to the most sophisticated, suitable for all types of farming in order to respond to a
wide variety of needs.
BERTHOUD offers the most comprehensive range of sprayers on the market today, with three
product families (row crops, vines, fruit trees) ranging from 200 litres to 6,700 litres.
The indisputable leader in France for many years, BERTHOUD now conducts an increasing share of its
business abroad.
A French manufacturer which designs its products entirely in-house, BERTHOUD boasts an in-depth
understanding of its products from pumps to spray booms, including regulation and suspension
systems.
Located in Belleville, BERTHOUD has an ultra-modern factory that was inaugurated in 2001 covering
5 hectares, 22,000 m² of which are indoors.
Since 1987, BERTHOUD has been a member of the Excel Industries Group, the world leader in crop
spraying techniques.
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